Award of Excellence

Linton Residence

Robert W. Peters, A.I.A.
Architect

Tesuque
New Mexico

Jury Notes
"A classical composition.. .on which ar e set
various pro vinces of the functions .. .A design
of stron g circulation patterns.. .The major
form firml y anchored to the site... excellent
relationship of architecture to interiors and
the landscape."

The clients wanted a cont emporary home which would reflect the character of historic Santa Fe
architecture through the limited use of certain traditional materials, as well as in its relationship
to the site and the surrounding landscape, into which they wished to locate a swimming pool and
deck . An additional client concern was energy efficiency, while taking maximum advantage of
mountain views east and west, and the northern view toward Colorado which their high elevation afforded .
The architect's response was to arrange the program elements in close proximity to define the
north and west sides of an inner placita, entered through a zaguan from the auto court. By utiliz.
ing the slope of the site, the pool deck forms an upper level defining the east and south sides of the
rectangular placita, which is open to the east view of the mountains. The pool surface is thus concealed from view along the lower level portal so th at the pool cover is not visible duri ng periods of
winter and nighttime use. Contained by the stone retaining wall surrounding the pool , the irrigated landscape is limited to 1000 sq. ft. as required by land covenants. The pool as "reservoir"
symbolically "irrigates" the placita where a small fountain spills into a lower pool at its northwest
corner, a location visible from the zaguan entry and from axes through major rooms of the main
house.
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Mechanical & Electrical Engineer:
Don Felts & Associates
General Co ntractor:
Adobe Corporation
Landscape Architect:
Santa Fe Design Associates
Christine R. Rousselot A.S.L .A.
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Shana Gunn Interiors
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